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Abstract In this paper,wepresent specification, design and
implementation aspects of a network resource provisioning
module introduced for the Polish Initiative of Future Internet
called System IIP. In particular, we propose a set of novel
LP optimization models of network resource provisioning
designed to minimize the network resource consumption,
either bandwidth or node’s computational power, as well as
to maximize the residual capacity. Next, we analyze charac-
teristics of the proposed models, outline the most important
implementation aspects of our network resource provision-
ingmodule, as well as the issues of integration of this module
with the respective network management module of System
IIP.
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1 Introduction

We live in the era of globalization with access to information
provided at any time, and location by means of Internet -
the global information network. Our everyday life more and
more depends on ability to retrieve information from Internet
resources. Designed more than 40 years ago, Internet is now
facing efficiency problems related to scalability and Quality
of Service issues. Traffic volume grows exponentially every
year, while application requirements are becoming more and
more stringentwith respect toQoSattributes, including band-
width, latency, jitter, and packet losses. Computer communi-
cation experts are convinced that Internet architecture based
on classical IP protocols family has already reached its devel-
opment limits.

As a response, research teams from all over the world
are currently pursuing their concepts of Future Internet
[6,19,22]. The general idea of major ongoing projects,
including e.g., Akari (Japan) [13], GENI (US) [14], or
4WARD(EU) [12], is to use the best practices from the past to
design the Internet architecture fromscratch. Thegeneral ten-
dency is to make the new Internet a kind of “hyper-network”,
i.e., composed of different types of networks providing the
required level for QoS parameters [11,21]. Special focus
is thus put, e.g., on new functionalities such as virtualiza-
tion, parallelization, redesign of data and control planes, as
well as development of new services, all monitored by Future
Internet Assembly (FIA), ITU-T, and ETSI.

One of these projects – Future Internet IIP Initiative
[4,5,15] – has been recently driven by leading researchers
from nine Polish universities and research centres. Referring
to the novel four-layer architecture of System IIP, compris-
ing (in the bottom-up order): L1 - physical infrastructure
layer, L2 - virtualization layer, L3 - Parallel Internets layer,
and L4 - virtual networks layer, it provides co-existence
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of differentiated types of Parallel Internets (PIs) within
one physical infrastructure, including: IPv6 with Quality of
Service (IPv6_QoS), Content-Aware Network (CAN), and
circuit-switched Data Stream Switching (DSS).

In this paper, we address the issue of Future Internet
resource provisioning with special focus on design and
implementation aspects of the L1/L2 resource provisioning
module considered as a Traffic Engineering (TE) procedure
of the respective management system. The objective is to
assign elementary resources (such as link capacity, or node
processing power) to three considered Parallel Internets (PIs)
and to the management system, enabling virtualization of
nodes and links [7,9].

The allocation of resources, also known as theVirtual Net-
work Embedding (VNE) problem, is one of the main prob-
lems in network virtualization. Network virtualization allows
multiple heterogeneous networks (in our case Parallel Inter-
nets) to share the same physical substrate network (SN). The
term “provisioning” comprises here two mechanisms:

– efficient allocation of requested elementary resources to
Parallel Internets,

– Layer 3/4 topology update being result of L1/L2 alloca-
tion of elementary resources to PIs.

Allocation of requested resources to PIs is done here peri-
odically in a static way. Each PI request consists of two
parts: a set of virtual nodes (with or without CPU require-
ments) that must be mapped to a set of SN nodes, and
a set of virtual links (with or without bandwidth require-
ments) to be mapped to a set of SN paths. Additionally, the
PI may impose additional constraints on link propagation
delay. In the paper, we assume that virtual nodes are assigned
to chosen substrate nodes before the optimization process
starts.

It is worth noting that the problem of virtual networks
(VN) creation by means of resource splitting has been
recently well investigated in the literature. More information
on virtual network provisioningwith respect to theoretical, as
well as computational aspects, can be found, e.g., in [10,18].
Examples of efficient resource assignment algorithms can be
in turn found in [8,17,23,24].

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we introduce Linear Programming (LP) for-
mulations of Future Internet resource provisioning prob-
lem. Section 3 provides discussions on numerical com-
plexity of the proposed optimization models. Section 4 is
to present time-efficient near-optimal metaheuristics, while
Sections 5 and 6 show evaluation of the proposed provi-
sioning module characteristics, and aspects of implementa-
tion/integration of this module with the respective network
management system, accordingly. Section 7 concludes the
paper.

2 Linear Programming (LP) Models Proposed for
Resource Provisioning

In this section, we describe in detail our three linear program-
ming (LP) models proposed to solve the network resource
provisioning problems implemented in the resource provi-
sioning module of System IIP. The first one includes the
generic formulations and is designed to optimize the utiliza-
tion of link resources. Link capacity is typically considered
as limited resource subject to rigid and precise allocation by
the provisioning process.

The second model includes explicit requirements in terms
of nodes resources, e.g., processing power at network nodes.
The third model imposes additional constraints on the upper
bound of path transmission delay necessary for certain
classes of service (e.g., delay-sensitive, or real-time systems).

In these models, we assume that:

– network nodes are configured to be either core (transit/
forwarding) nodes, or edge nodes,

– a traffic matrix is known in advance for selected pairs of
end nodes (i.e., defining the source-destination pairs) of
each Parallel Internet,

– relation between node processing power and capacity of
links (see Model 2) is linear, and is typically expressed
as a relation: Mflops vs Mbps.

Network topology is represented by a directed graph
G = (V, E), where V and E denote the sets of vertices, and
links (represented by graph edges, i.e., directed arcs), respec-
tively. Capacity of each network link (expressed in Mbps) is
a continuous value.

Model 1:
Formulation with the Objective of Link Bandwidth Uti-
lization Optimization Including Basic Requirements on
Routing (LBUO)

Indices:

i = 1, 2, 3 instances of Parallel Internets (referring
to IPv6_QoS, CAN, and DSS Internets,
respectively)

t = 1, 2, . . . , |T | transit (forwarding) nodes
e = 1, 2, . . . , |E | network links (represented by graph

edges, i.e., directed arcs)
d = 1, 2, . . . , |D| demands for each ith Parallel Internet
v = 1, 2, . . . , |V | all nodes
V � T set of edge nodes

Constants:

aev equals 1, if node v is edge e source node; 0, other-
wise

bev equals 1, if node v is edge e destination node; 0,
otherwise
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ce total capacity available at edge e
γie lower bound (percentage) of capacity required at

edge e for i th Parallel Internet
hid volume of demand d for a given Parallel Internet

(with index i)
sid source node of demand d for a given Parallel Inter-

net (with index i)
uid destination node of demand d for a given Parallel

Internet (with index i)

Continuous variables:

xiev ≥ 0 capacity allocated for i th Parallel Internet at edge
e incident to node v (e.g., in Mbps)

zied ≥ 0 capacity assigned at edge e for demand d of i th
Parallel Internet

Objective:
It is to minimize the total bandwidth consumption for

delivering the traffic:

minimize F =
∑

i

∑
e

∑
v
xiev (1)

Constraints:
∑

v
aevxiev =

∑
v
bevxiev i ∈ I ; e ∈ E (2)

∑
e
bet xiet =

∑
e
aet xiet i ∈ I ; t ∈ T (3)

∑
v
aevxiev ≥ γiece i ∈ I ; e ∈ E (4)

∑
i

∑
v
aevxiev ≤ ce e ∈ E (5)

∑

e

aevzied −
∑

e

bevzied =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

hid if v = sid
−hid if v = uid
0 in other cases

and i ∈ I ; v ∈ V ; d ∈ D (6)∑

v

∑

d

aevzied ≤
∑

v

xiev i ∈ I ; e ∈ E (7)

According to constraint (2), the amount of allocated
capacity leaving node v via edge e for ith Parallel Internet is
equal to that received by another node (i.e., at the other end of
edge e). Eq. (3) refers to flow conservation rules (known as
“Kirchhoff’s law” constraints) for transit nodes. Formula (4)
is to guarantee that capacity assigned for i th Internet instance
at edge e is not less than the reqiured minimum threshold.
Formula (5) assures that the aggregate capacity allocated at
edge e for all Parallel Internets is not greater than the total
capacity available at edge e. Eq. (6) provides appropriate for-
warding of each demand d between this demand’s end nodes.
Finally, formula (7) guarantees that the aggregate flow trans-
ported along edge e for all demands of i th Parallel Internet

does not exceed the capacity allocated at edge e for this i th
Parallel Internet.

As an alternative to Eq. (1), we also utilize the other objec-
tive function given by Eq. (8) to maximize the total residual
(free) capacity at all edges.

maximize F =
∑

e

(
ce −

∑
v

∑
i
xiev

)
(8)

Maximization of goal function (8) is an interesting option
when searching for capacity assignment, which should
increase network resilience and traffic overload margin.

Model 2:
Formulation with the Objective of Link Bandwidth Uti-
lization Optimization and Including Basic Requirements
on Routing Extended by Node Resource Utilization Opti-
mization Issue (LBNR)

This model is an extension toModel 1 (LBUO) with addi-
tional node resource utilization optimization issue. Apart
from constraints related to link capacity, the model addition-
ally includes requirements on node resources (implemented
as additional constraints). In order to take into account the
limits for computational resources available at nodes, there is
an additional requirement for processing power at each node.
Besides the processing power, also other resources like Ran-
dom Access Memory volumes, mass storage, or buffers can
be taken into consideration.

Indices:
Compared to Model 1, the list of indices is identical.

Constants:
Compared to Model 1, the list of constants is identical, and
additionally includes the following:

θiev processing power consumption (measured per unit of
capacity for i th Internet instance) defined for edge e
outgoing from node v

δiev consumption of processing power (measured per unit
of capacity for i th Parallel Internet) for edge e des-
tined to node v

ξv node v aggregate processing power

Continuous variables:
The list of continuous variables is the same as in Model 1,

and additionally includes the following:

yiv ≥ 0 resources reserved for the purpose of processing
the flows of i th Parallel Internet at node v (e.g., in
Mflops)

Objective:
It is to minimize the total processing power used to deliver

the traffic, i.e.:

minimize F =
∑

i

∑
v
yiv (9)
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Constraints:
Constraints (2)-(7) are valid and additionally:

yiv =
∑

e

θievaevxiev +
∑

e

δievbevxiev

i ∈ I ; v ∈ V (10)∑

i

yiv ≤ ξv v ∈ V (11)

Calculation of processing power utilization at node v con-
sidering the portion of capacity reserved for each i th Internet
instance is represented by Eq. (10). Formula (11) assures that
the total processing power allocated at node v will not exceed
the nominal processing power available at v.

Model 3:
Extension of Model 2 (LBNR) Including Additional
Transmission Delay Constraints (LBDC)

Model 3 provides additional constraints on maximum
transmission delay for each stream. After finding a potential
path, the total delay for this path is computed. If the delay
(computed as the sum of delays of all links constituting a
given path) exceeds the maximum value (limit), this path is
rejected, and the next one is checked. In practice, if for a
given flow there is no constraint on the maximum transmis-
sion delay, it is possible to assign the required delay limit an
arbitrary large value.

Indices:
Compared to Model 1, the list of indices is identical.

Constants:
Compared toModels 1 and2, the list of constants additionally
includes the following:

fe the upper bound on transmission delay defined for
edge e

gid the upper bound on end-to-end transmission delay for
demand d from i th Parallel Internet

G a large number chosen arbitrarily

Variables:
The list of variables is the same as in Model 2 and addi-

tionally includes the following:

nied binary variable set to 1, if edge e forwards the traffic
from dth demand of i th Parallel Internet; 0 otherwise

Objective:
Minimization of the total bandwidth consumption for the
purpose of traffic delivery, defined as given in Eq. (1).

Constraints:
Constraints (2)-(7), (10)-(11) are valid and additional con-
straint (12) is used to assure that for each demand d from i th
Parallel Internet, the end-to-end transmission delay does not
exceed a given upper bound.

Constraint (13) together with constant G are necessary to
bind the binary variable nied (referring to utilization of edge
e by a communication path serving dth demand of ith Parallel
Internet) with the respective continuous variable zied used to
determine the amount of capacity reserved for this demand
at edge e.
∑

e

nied fe ≤ gid i ∈ I d ∈ D (12)

zied ≤ niedG i ∈ I d ∈ D e ∈ E (13)

Themodels defined above are the examples of approaches
used in theSystem IIPproject.However, it is possible to apply
other formulations with specific goals, when combining dif-
ferent objective functions with model specifications.

3 Numerical Complexity

In this section, we introduce the proof of NP-completeness
of the considered problem to determine provisioning of net-
work resources in the capacity-constrained Future Internet
IIP architecture. Classification of the investigated problem
into the class of NP-complete problems means that so far
there has been no algorithm proposed to find the optimal
solution in polynomial time. Following [16], in order to clas-
sify the considered optimization problem as NP-complete,
it is enough to show it for its recognition version (i.e., with
“yes” or “no” answer).

Definition (optimization version for Model 1)
LBUO:Given the information on network topology, resource
limitations of nodes and links, demands per each Parallel
Internet, find the optimal solution to this problem for which
the value of objective function determined by Eq. (1) is min-
imized.

Definition (recognition version for Model 1)
LBUO(h): Given the information on network topology,
resource limitations of nodes and links, demands per each
Parallel Internet, determine if it is feasible to obtain the value
of objective function defined by Eq. (1) equal to h.

Theorem 1 LBUO(h) problem is NP-complete.

Proof Following [1], in order to prove that the recognition
version of the LBUO problem is NP-complete, we need to
show that:

a1) LBUO(h) belongs to the NP class,
b1) a known NP-complete problem polynomially

reduces to LBUO(h).

Re a1) LBUO(h) belongs to the NP class, since it can be
verified in polynomial time whether a given solu-
tion to the problem (with the objective function
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value equal to h) is a valid one. The number of
operations that is required to check the validity of
the solution is proportional to the aggregate num-
ber of links of all established paths, which is in
turn bounded from above byO(n3), since it implies
checking at mostO(n2) paths, each path formed by
at mostO(n) links, where n is a number of network
nodes.

Re b1) In order to provide the second part of the proof,
we will show that a common problem to determine
the end-to-end routing in capacity-constrained net-
works, here referred to as ROUTE(h), shown to be
NP-complete in [2], can be reduced in polynomial
time to LBUO(h). In other words, providing this
proof will imply showing that:

a2) the number of transformations needed to obtain
the instance of the LBUO(h) problem from the
instance of the ROUTE(h) problem is bounded
from above by a given polynomial number of oper-
ations,

b2) finding the solution to the ROUTE(h) problem can
be achieved by solving the LBUO(h) problem.

Definition (optimization version of ROUTE problem)
ROUTE: Given the information on network topology, capac-
ity constraints of links, end-to-enddemands definedby triples
(sid , uid , hid ), where sid , uid , hid denote the source node,
destination node, and the demanded capacity of a given idth
connection, accordingly, find theoptimal solution to the prob-
lem of determining the routing for all demands, for which the
aggregate capacity assigned to paths on network links is min-
imal.

Definition (recognition version of ROUTE problem)
ROUTE(h): Given the information on network topology,
capacity constraints of links, end-to-end demands given by
triples (sid , uid , hid ), where sid , uid , hid denote the source
node, destination node, and the demanded capacity of a given
idth connection, accordingly, determine, if it is possible to
utilize the aggregate capacity of h units on all network links
to provide routing of demands.

In general, the difference between LBUO(h) and ROUTE(h)
problems is that in LBUO(h) we additionally require that:

– demands d are grouped into classes referring to Parallel
Internets,

– the aggregate amount of capacity assigned to demands of
each ith Parallel Internet at each edge e is not less than
the assumed lower bound (percentage) γie.

ROUTE(h) is thus less complex than LBUO(h).

Therefore:

Re a2) to transform the instance of the ROUTE(h) problem
to the instance of the LBUO(h) problem, we need to:

– assign each demand an ID referring to Parallel Internet
(the respective number of steps is equal to the aggregate
number of demands bounded from above by O(n2)),

– assign the lower bound γie = 0 on the aggregate capac-
ity reserved for all demands belonging to all classes of
Parallel Internet i at each network link e (the respective
number of operations is equal to the product of the num-
ber of Parallel Internets and the number of links (which
is bounded from above by O(n2)).

Re b2) A valid solution to the instance of LBUO(h) problem,
is also a valid solution to the ROUTE(h) problem, since the
former one satisfies all the constraints of the latter one. In
order to obtain the solution to the ROUTE(h) problem from
the LBUO(h) solution, it is sufficient to find the solution to
the LBUO(h) problem assuming that γie = 0 for all Internets
i at all edges e, and next remove from the LBUO(h) solution
the identifiers of Parallel Internets.

In a similar way, it is easy to provide the proofs of
NP-completeness of the other two introduced models (i.e.,
LBNR and LBDC, accordingly), since LBNR and LBDC are
the extensions of LBUO and LBNR problems, accordingly.

Following [1], if recognition versions of problems are
NP-complete, so are their optimization versions. ��

4 Searching for Metaheuristics

Due to the complexity of the considered optimization prob-
lem, in this section, we propose an offline metaheuristic
approach to map a set of PI requests. The goal of the algo-
rithm, called RAL (Resource ALlocation), is to serve all PI
requests while trying to maximize the level of spare band-
width and spare CPU in the substrate network.

RAL Algorithm for mapping virtual links
to the substrate network

INPUT: substrate network topology, PI requestswith
bandwidth and CPU demands associated with virtual
nodes and links, and CPU demands for intermediate
nodes

OUTPUT: virtual links mapped to the substrate net-
work topology

The following steps are performed in the proposed
RAL heuristic:
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– Step 1: Determine the input data for the algorithm,
such as the substrate network topology, PI requests
with bandwidth and CPU demands associated with
the virtual nodes and links, and CPU demands for
intermediate nodes (belonging to the path via which
the virtual link will be realized).

– Step 2: Sort the virtual links in the descending order,
based on the amount of the required resources (band-
width or CPU capacity). Start the mapping process
from the virtual link with the highest demand vol-
ume. Map one virtual link to the substrate network
at a time.

– Step 3: Find the best shortest path for a single vir-
tual link accomplishing the CPU and bandwidth
restrictions. Use the k-shortest path algorithm for
increasing values of k, until a path which has enough
resources to map the corresponding virtual link is
found. In case more than one shortest path is found,
choose a path with more remaining bandwidth or
CPU.

– Step 4: If themapping of a virtual link is not possible,
e.g., due to the lack of enough substrate resources
for realizing the considered demand, try to reallocate
the already assigned resources.

– Step 4.1: Determine the bottleneck link on the sub-
strate network to find the required resources for
the considered virtual link. To determine this link,
choose one of the two possible variants of algorithm:

– Step 4.1.1: Check the virtual links that were already
mapped to the path including the bottleneck link.
Remove from the mapping the demand that requires
the most bandwidth on the bottleneck substrate link.

– Step 4.1.2: Cancel the smallest possible demand
mapped to the path going through the congested link
the cancellation of which will enable to map the just
considered virtual link.

– Step 4.2: Return the resources to the substrate net-
work and make a next trial to map the virtual link.
Try to perform mapping by cancelling the already
mapped demands until the virtual link is assigned or
until a predefined number m of trials is reached.

– Step 4.3: In case themapping has not been done after
m attempts, assume that this virtual network cannot
be mapped.

– Step 4.4: Serve the demands for which the mapping
was cancelled during reallocation in the next turn.

– Step 5: After mapping the virtual link to a sub-
strate path, update the available substrate resources
by subtracting the node and link resources associated
with the just mapped virtual link from the remaining
bandwidth and CPU resources.

– Step 6: Select the next virtual link; repeat Steps 3-5,
until all virtual links are considered.

Apart from the CPU demand of source and destination
virtual nodes, the algorithm also takes into account the CPU
requirements for intermediate nodes through which the vir-
tual links of PIs are realized.

The motivation for such an approach comes from the fact
that intermediate nodes have to be configured and have to
correctly forward the packets transmitted through this virtual
link, which requires spending some CPU resources.

The RAL algorithm tries to obtain the efficient utiliza-
tion of the substrate bandwidth resources by mapping virtual
links to the shortest paths in the substrate network, with hop
count as a metric, assuring that the demands for virtual nodes
and links are fulfilled. Therefore, the k-shortest path algo-
rithm is used for finding the substrate path for virtual link
embedding. The assumed approach is motivated by the fact
that the usage of the shortest pathminimizes the utilization of
substrate resources. This heuristic is based on the algorithm
proposed in [3] with several modifications related especially
to resource reallocation problem in case the mapping of a
virtual link fails.

The proposed algorithm does consider information on the
type of PI to which the virtual links belong. The modification
of the described heuristic is another approachwhere themap-
ping process starts from the PI with the highest revenue. The
revenue can correspond with economic benefit of accepting
PI requests.As the bandwidth andCPUare themain substrate
network resources, the revenue associated with PI requests
are calculated as theweighted sumof revenues for bandwidth
and CPU. Based on the obtained revenue, the PI requests are
sorted in the descending order taking into account the revenue
values. Then, Steps 2-6 of the main algorithm are executed
for each PI.

The computational complexity of the proposed heuristic
approach is bounded from above by O(n4). This is due to
the execution of the common k-shortest path algorithm (of
complexity O(n2)) at most 3 ∗ n ∗ (n − 1) times in Step 3
(i.e., for each possible virtual link created for a maximum
number of three considered Parallel Internets). In case of
unsuccessful allocation of resources in Step 3, this number of
attempts can be increased at mostm times. However, sincem
is a constant value set in the algorithm, the overall complexity
of the algorithm is not increased.

5 Evaluation of LP Models Used in Network Resource
Provisioning Module

To compare characteristics of our LP Models used for net-
work resource provisioning, we have run calculations for an
example 24-node Polish network shown in Fig. 1. This net-
work was set up in IIP project. In general, for 24-node Polish
network we distinguished two types of nodes: edge (labelled
as E) and core (labelled as C) nodes.
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Methods of Network Resource Provisioning 241

Fig. 1 Example topology of a
24-node Polish network used in
computations

The data sent by the edge nodes can be any of all three
types of the considered input/output traffic. Fig. 1 addition-
ally shows the total capacity of network links as well as
the respective link propagation delay for links between core
nodes. The properties of links between core and edge nodes
(i.e., 1Gbps bandwidth and 2ms transmission delay each) are
not shown due to limited space. We assumed link bandwidth
as a continuous (i.e., non-modular) value. Details of demand
parameters, for all traffic flows for each PIs used in calcula-
tions are shown in Table 1. We decided to present them in
order to simplify the description. For flexibility of Model 3
validation, we assumed that IPv6_QoS Parallel Internet traf-
fic does not have any specific requirements referring to the
maximum transmission delay. This assumption was realised
in computations by setting a high value of requested delay
(250 ms in the considered case) for IPv6_QoS traffic - such
big value makes this delay insignificant in the optimization
process for this type of traffic (in contrast to other PIs).

Computation results for all considered models are shown
in Table 2. Four parameters were analysed, namely: band-
width utilization of links, nodes resources, hop count, and
transmission delay. The results were obtained for each of
three assumed types of Parallel Internet, and were supple-
mented by the respective total values for the entire network.

As we can expect, each model is the best one in terms
of value of its objective function and constraints. For this
reason, Model 1 to minimize the bandwidth utilization, gave
the lowest bandwidth utilization values, as expected.

Model 2 imposes additional constraints for node resources,
such as mass storage, RAM, or processing power. These con-
straints can thus influence the solution, e.g., by rejecting some
shortest paths including nodes without enough resources.
Since the above node constraints are independent from link
bandwidth, this makes up some freedom in searching for fea-
sible solutions.

In Model 3, an additional upper bound on end-to-end
transmission delay for each flow (calculated as the sum of
delay values on all links constituting the transmission path)
was introduced. Nevertheless, the upper bound imposed on
transmission delay value for certain demands may cause
selection of paths for delay-sensitive demands, which are not
the shortest ones. The above constraint impacts the average
total result of the average transmission delay for Model 3,
which occurred to be higher than the respective one for
Model 1.

In order to further evaluate all three models in different
settings, we have carried additional optimization process for
a 14-node NSF network. The topology was taken from refer-
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Table 1 Details of demands used in computations for a 24-node Polish
IIP network

Demand
(from → to)

Internet type Bandwidth
[Mbps]

Max.
delay [ms]

7 → 16 IPv6_QoS 200 250

16 → 7 IPv6_QoS 200 250

9 → 14 IPv6_QoS 200 250

14 → 9 IPv6_QoS 200 250

4 → 11 IPv6_QoS 200 250

11 → 4 IPv6_QoS 200 250

1 → 5 IPv6_QoS 200 250

5 → 1 IPv6_QoS 200 250

10 → 3 IPv6_QoS 200 250

3 → 10 IPv6_QoS 150 250

6 → 14 IPv6_QoS 150 250

14 → 6 IPv6_QoS 150 250

8 → 14 CAN 250 12

11 → 7 CAN 250 7

10 → 13 CAN 250 9

12 → 8 CAN 250 12

7 → 11 CAN 175 7

14 → 8 CAN 175 12

8 → 12 CAN 175 12

13 → 10 CAN 175 9

9 → 2 CAN 115 7

2 → 9 CAN 115 7

4 → 14 CAN 115 12

14 → 4 CAN 115 12

6 → 13 DSS 250 8

2 → 14 DSS 250 12

9 → 5 DSS 250 12

1 → 12 DSS 250 12

14 → 2 DSS 150 12

13 → 6 DSS 150 12

12 → 1 DSS 150 12

5 → 9 DSS 150 12

7 → 15 DSS 100 10

15 → 7 DSS 100 10

6 → 12 DSS 100 8

12 → 6 DSS 100 8

ence [20] and is presented in Fig. 2. In comparisonwith previ-
ously used IIP topology, for NSF topology we did not differ-
entiate nodes into edge and core nodes (each node could thus
be either a source, destination, or a transit one for demands).
Theproperties of links betweennodes (i.e., 2Gbpsbandwidth
per each link) are not shown due to limited space. Results for
the NSF network for three introduced models are presented
in Table 4, preceded by details of demands shown in Table 3.

Table 2 Results of resource provisioning module for the example net-
work from Fig. 1

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Bandwidth
[Mbps]

IPv6_QoS 18600 18600 18670

CAN 16890 16890 16890

DSS 17600 17600 18670

Total 53090 53090 53360

Nodes
resources
[Mflops]

IPv6_QoS 64700 64700 64910

CAN 59345 59575 59575

DSS 60900 60900 62000

Total 184945 185175 186485

Hop count IPv6_QoS 6.25 6.5 6.625

CAN 6.0 6.0 6.0

DSS 6.5 6.625 6.625

Total 6.25 6.375 6.417

Transmission
delay [ms]

IPv6_QoS 10.5 10.875 11.25

CAN 10.75 10.75 10.75

DSS 11.0 11.375 11.5

Total 10.75 11.0 11.17

Fig. 2 NSF backbone network topology used in the second experiment

6 Implementation and Integration Aspects of the
Resource Provisioning Module

Resource provisioning module is an integral part of the man-
agement system proposed in the IIP project. In this sec-
tion, the description of processes implementing the network
resource provisioning procedure, as well as aspects of inte-
gration with the management system are presented. The
approaches discussed in Section 2 were implemented using
GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) [11] libraries, which
were integrated by means of a program implemented using
C programming language. For testing and evaluation of our
algorithms, standard GLPK packages from three Linux dis-
tributions were used: Debian 6.0, Ubuntu 11.04 and Ubuntu
12.04. Our tests proved the algorithms validity as well as
usability of GLPK library for solving Linear Programming
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Table 3 Details of demands used in computations in the second exper-
iment (for NSF network)

Demand
(from → to)

Internet type Bandwidth
[Mbps]

Max.
delay [ms]

2 → 13 IPv6_QoS 200 250

13 → 2 IPv6_QoS 200 250

12 → 14 IPv6_QoS 200 250

14 → 12 IPv6_QoS 200 250

8 → 5 IPv6_QoS 200 250

5 → 8 IPv6_QoS 200 250

3 → 11 IPv6_QoS 200 250

11 → 3 IPv6_QoS 200 250

14 → 12 IPv6_QoS 200 250

12 → 14 IPv6_QoS 150 250

6 → 7 IPv6_QoS 150 250

7 → 6 IPv6_QoS 150 250

2 → 13 CAN 250 12

13 → 2 CAN 250 7

12 → 14 CAN 250 9

14 → 12 CAN 250 12

8 → 5 CAN 175 7

5 → 8 CAN 175 12

3 → 11 CAN 175 12

11 → 3 CAN 175 9

14 → 12 CAN 115 7

12 → 14 CAN 115 7

6 → 7 CAN 115 12

7 → 6 CAN 115 12

2 → 13 DSS 250 8

13 → 2 DSS 250 12

12 → 14 DSS 250 12

14 → 12 DSS 250 12

8 → 5 DSS 150 12

5 → 8 DSS 150 12

3 → 11 DSS 150 12

11 → 9 DSS 150 12

14 → 12 DSS 100 10

12 → 14 DSS 100 10

6 → 7 DSS 100 8

7 → 6 DSS 100 8

problems (equations) on all Linux distributions. The program
can be easily extended for different algorithms using not only
Linear Programming tools. Also, integration of provisioning
algorithms with themanagement system can be easily imple-
mented, which makes it possible to be run as a standalone
process that can be launched on demand at any time.

The high level procedure implementing the network
resource provisioning and its interfaces to the manage-
ment system is shown in Fig. 3. The procedure is acti-

Table 4 Results of resource provisioning for NSF network from Fig. 2

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Bandwidth
[Mbps]

IPv6_QoS 15800 15800 15800

CAN 15120 15120 15120

DSS 14000 14000 14000

Total 44920 44920 44920

Nodes
resources
[Mflops]

IPv6_QoS 53450 54250 53450

CAN 51460 51110 51110

DSS 47600 47900 47600

Total 152510 185175 186485

Hop count IPv6_QoS 5.37 5.37 5.25

CAN 5.25 5.25 5.25

DSS 5.25 5.37 5.25

Total 5.29 5.33 5.25

Transmission
delay [ms]

IPv6_QoS 8.87 8.75 8.5

CAN 8.75 8.87 8.87

DSS 8.5 8.87 8.5

Total 8.71 8.83 8.62

vated on-demand by the management system. The reasons
to run the provisioning process can be twofold: (1) admit-
tance (realization) of new customers demands using free
resources, or (2) significant changes referring to the network
resources or topology, such as link or node failure or net-
work infrastructure upgrade. The procedure consists of the
following sequence of tasks:

1. At the beginning of provisioning procedure, the Man-
agement System triggers two processes (see Fig. 3)
using the Request_For_Building_PI() signal, i.e., Gener-
ate Demands Description process and Generate Network
Topology Description process. The triggered processes
are responsible for preparing the data in the unified for-
mat for the Resource Allocation process.

2. The Generate Demands Description process is responsi-
ble for translating PIs demands provided by the Manage-
ment System in an XML format to the format used by
the Resources Allocation process. The PIs demands are
included in the PIs Resources Request data file. The PIs
Resources Request data file also points at the resource
allocation algorithm to be used by Resources Allocation
process.

3. In parallel to the Generate Demands Description process,
the Generate Network Topology Description process is
run. The main role of this process is to retrieve from
ManagementDatabase the information about: links prop-
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Fig. 3 Functional diagram of network resource provisioning module used in System IIP project

erties, node properties, and interconnections between
nodes. Based on the above information, the network
topology with resources to be allocated is generated in
format required by the Resources Allocation process.
This process also generates Nodes and Link Properties
data required by the Generate Configuration process.

4. Next, the Resource Allocation process based on the data
prepared by Generate Demands Description and Gen-
erate Network Topology Description processes maps
PI resources requirements to the available network
resources. As an output from this process, Resources
AllocationMatrix data records are createdwith resources
allocated to each PIs on the selected links. The result of
the Resources Allocation process is strongly dependent
on the availability of network resources. If appropriate
resources (compliant with PIs Resources Request data)
cannot be allocated, then the management system is sent
a negative response.

5. If Resources Allocation Matrix data records are com-
puted, then the Generate Configuration process gener-
ates the Nodes Configuration file. In the file, a configu-
ration for all network nodes (taken into account by the
Resource Allocation process) is described and each node
configuration is hardware-dependent. XML is used as a
format of the configuration file, which is the output of
the resource provisioning subsystem. If Resources Allo-

cation Matrix data records are not calculated, then the
management system receives a negative response via the
PIs_Allocation_Status() message.

The database of Resources Allocation Algorithms con-
tains the set of optimisation algorithms definitions. The algo-
rithms can be selected alternatively according to the assumed
optimization goal and additional requirements. The manage-
ment system initiates the provisioning process running itwith
an .xml input file describing PIs demands and the type of an
algorithm to be used by the resource allocation process.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we characterized our concept of a network
resource provisioning module designed for System IIP –
the architecture of Polish Future Internet, supporting par-
allelization of Internets. Three optimization models of net-
work resource provisioning with different goal functions and
constraints were proposed. In the latter part, we outlined the
implementation aspects, aswell as discussed the issues of our
module integration with the respective management system.

The main idea was to design a relatively simple proce-
dure of network resource provisioning that would allow for
easy management of available elementary resources. Initial
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requirements defined for the analyzed Parallel Internets were
transformed into input data matrix, while the described pro-
visioning process resulted in producing the Resources Allo-
cation matrix needed to configure the virtual devices.
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